USING THE CHAIR LIFTS

1

Observe your surroundings and watch for any potential trouble-spots. Move in an orderly fashion
through the lift line making sure to obey instructions from the lift attendants and all information signs.
Do not cross the Wait Here line until it is your turn to load. Secure loose hair and clothes, remove
backpacks and headsets.

2

Once the skiers/riders in front of you are safely on the lift move into the loading position at the Load
Here sign. Ask for help from the lift attendant if you are unsure about the proper loading procedure.
Remove pole straps from wrists and hold ski poles with pole tips facing forward. Small children should
not ride the lift alone until they can properly do so.

3

Always lower the restraining device as soon as possible after sitting down. Make sure that all persons
on the lift are aware that the safety bar is being lowered so that they may adjust the position of their
ski poles if necessary. Remember to keep ski tips up and never swing or bounce the chairs. Single
riders should sit in the middle of the chair on triple and quad chairs.

4

Near the top of the lift there will be information signs indicating that it is time to prepare to unload. At
the “Raise the Restraining Device” sign the safety bar must be lifted. Remain seated until the lift
has reached the unloading area. Make sure that no clothing or equipment is caught on the lift. Take
note of the arrows on the Unload Here directional signs. These arrows indicate which way to go once
unloading has taken place.

5

Upon entering the unloading area make sure that ski and board tips are up. At the Unload Here sign
stand up and move forward out of the path of the chair. Maintaining balance and control of equipment
at this point is very important. Be careful not to collide with the person next to you. Remember that
small children may require assistance with unloading.

6

It is important that the unloading area is kept clear to avoid collisions with others who are getting off of
the next chair. Immediately after unloading, move out of the Unload Area. Go in the direction that the
arrows on the Unload Here signs indicate. Adjustments to snowboards and skis may be made only
after moving out of the Unload Area. Ask the Lift Attendant for help with any articles that have been
dropped from the lift.

REMEMBER:

